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GREETINGS
Thank you for purchasing this eBook on how to start your own gi� wrapping
business. I hope this information provided will not only serve to inspire you

and your gi� wrapping endeavors, but also help you develop a strategic
and successful plan.

My name is Monica Cevallos. I am the owner and founder of Pretty Present™,
a small yet successful gi� wrapping business. This business was started with the

desire to see professional gi� wrapping make a comeback; while also helping
to serve as an extra source of income.

In addition to running this small business, I love to blog about all things
paper, tags, bags, and more. As a creative addict, I enjoy design, illustration,

photography and most all – spending time with my muse and sweet 
wire-haired dachshund puppy: Ms. Mia.

By the way, I LOVE to socialize and share things like one of a kind gi� wrap 
finds, wrapping inspiration, tips and tricks and much more. 

Please come and join me online:

back
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https://prettypresent.com/blog/
https://www.facebook.com/MyPrettyPresent/
https://www.pinterest.com/MyPrettyPresent/
https://www.instagram.com/my_prettypresent/
https://www.instagram.com/meet_ms_mia/
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Author Unknown

I watch out my window as the 
planes take off into space. Oh, 
that I could fly away and start 
fresh. But I must realize that 

fresh starts also come in the pretty 
wrapped gift called 'tomorrow.'

I watch out my window as the 
planes take off into space. Oh, 
that I could fly away and start 
fresh. But I must realize that 

fresh starts also come in the pretty 
wrapped gift called 'tomorrow.'
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Practice makes perfect and I cannot emphasize this enough. The amount of time you spend
practicing will significantly impact your business. So to start, make some time to practice - you

can start by wrapping a few gi�s at a time on a given day of choice.

If needed, read up on wrapping and bow-making books and/or articles to perfect your talent.

Here are five recommended books to learn and have on hand for a source of reference and
help you cultivate more creative ideas for your gi� wrapping:

Check of this box when you get the book

P R A C T I C E  M A K E S  P E R F E C T

ALL WRAPPED UP & 
NOWHERE TO GO

1. Gi� Wrapping by Lucy Berridge 

4. Presentations - A Passion For Gi� 
Wrapping  by Carolyne Roehm 5. Pretty Packages: 45 Creative Gi�-

Wrapping Projects by Sally J Shim

2. It’s A Wrap by Sally Walton

3. Creative Bows Made Easy by OFFRAY
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YouTube is a great place to search for online tutorials 
on how to gi� wrap. In fact, some of the best ways to 
learn how to do something is to watch, learn, and 
do! Best of all, you can always go back and re-watch 
it and even build up small library of how-to tutorials.

Here are a few of my favorite YouTube channels 
related to all things gi� wrapping:

Gi� Wrapping Tips & Tricks by Lia Gri�ith
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zlp9c4-yCjA

Create stunning, yet simple gi� wrapping
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bcC-vTdy-Ec

How to Wrap 10 Challenging Shapes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7t_y-8OX6-4

How To Wrap A Bottle of Wine
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BBL9iDQVUfA

How to Wrap a Present
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jaiAFaA1TjM

Gi� Wrapping Hack Explained
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BQM8KKP-3Oo

( A great tutorial showing you how to wrap easily & ultra 
quickly - perfect for when you’re on the go! )

pretty tip 1
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zlp9c4-yCjA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bcC-vTdy-Ec
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BQM8KKP-3Oo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7t_y-8OX6-4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BBL9iDQVUfA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ux4brKS0Sac


it’s all in the name
N A M I N G  Y O U R  B U S I N E S S

To help you come up with an appropriate name for your business, here are a
few things to think about.

The right company name will elevate your business from the get-go. Coming
up with a great name isn’t always easy, but you can do it with a little bit of

time and guidance.
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Start by brainstorming
descriptive words on a
piece of paper. Use a
thesaurus to help
extend your ideas and
add even more options.

Narrow down your list to
your top five. Creating a
short list will help you to
reach a decision quickly.

BRAINSTORM CREATE A SHORTLIST

Which names stand out
the most to you? How
Does it feel and sound
right? Does it fit your
personality? Is this truly
appropriate for the market?

GO WITH YOUR GUT 

Consider the value of your business and the feeling you want to create. 

Once you’ve decided on a name, you’ll need to file a DBA (Doing Business As) with your local
small business association. Next, you can get your business license and set up a business

bank account.

Here are 3 ways to help you think about and come up with a new business name
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T H E  E S S E N T I A L S  F O R  S E T T I N G  U P  Y O U R  H O M E  B U S I N E S S

6

setting up shop

Set up a shop if you don’t have designated room at your home or don’t want clients
to come to your house. A good place for setting up a small shop may be via a kiosk at
your local mall. However, the most convenient way to start this new business will be
out of your home o�ice. Designate a specific room or area where you can easily and

comfortably wrap gi�s.

equipment checklist

Go to page (26), of this PDF to print out the summarized Equipment Checklist 
of the following items you’ll see listed in the next 3 pages.

(click here)
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A DEDICATED CHEST OF DRAWERS near your wrapping 
station so you can easily access and store all of your 
items. You can purchase a used one at your local 2nd

02

01

03

04

A GIFT WRAPPING CART will come complete with 
drawers, ribbon organizing dowel, and built-in wrapping 
paper dispenser. If you can, find one with wheels. For

example here is one: Homz Mobile Cra� Station with Locking Casters.

A  LARGE FLAT SURFACE TO WRAP A table might sound 
obvious, however to make your gi� wrapping station all 
the more versatile you can buy a used desk to use as

A  SOFT DUSTING BRUSH This will come in especially
handy when wrapping multiple presents at a time. This
way you can quickly clean your surface with a simple

05 A MATTE CUTTING BOARD  This will keep your table top 
protected from nips and cuts, dust and scratches. Use an
extra large one. This will especially be important when

hand store and repaint it. My favorite kind to use is a bedroom
dresser, as those tend to be nice and long and can neatly hold
and fit all of your rolls of gi� wrap too. Plus, it will blend right in
with the room; for a seamless and elegant fit.

you’re o�-site wrapping client gi�s — when the surface is not your own.

swipe of your brush. Here’s one good brush to use: Darice Dusing 
Brush with Wood Handle. If you have a sizable surface to clean, get a 
fuller brush — the more bristles, the more quickly you’ll be able to 
sweep and clean your surface.

your surface or work bench. Both will likely come with built in 
drawers, so you’ll get extra storage.
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CLIENT CHECK-IN LIST Through trial and error,
one of the things I’ve found to be super-helpful is
a client check-in list. This type of list will help you

07

06

GIFT WRAPPING PRICE LIST Sometimes it’s easy to
forget your own pricing! This is especially true when
you to give a quote on the spot for an unsually large

to keep perfect track of your clients. This will be especially 
important when you have multiple clients coming in with 
multiple presents at once.

I used to write their name on a sticky note and and put it on 
the present. However, sometimes I wrote so fast I had a hard 
time reading what I just wrote. Or worse yet, the sticky notes 
I attempted to use would slip right o� the present.

I now use a ‘Client Check-In List’, that allows me to write their
names on the top of the list and then list each and every item
as well as mark what wrap free will be associated with each gi�.
Not only does this simplify your wrapping process and gi� order,
but it will also make a positive impression on the client when
utilizing this handy list. Go to page (27), to use this to print and 
use. 

This same list can also be used for your client to sign o� when 
they leave their unwrapped gi�s. Next, simply have them sign it 
once more when picking back up their wrapped presents.

or odd-shaped gi�. Or when business is just simply hectic. It’s
also nice to have so if a client asks for a quote, you can read your
own price list own and give an accurate quote to them.

08 BUSINESS CARD HOLDER There’s nothing like have a
set of business cards being displayed nicely to get your
client to take a bunch to give out to their friends or

family. Some of the best clients I’ve had, have been from direct
referrals this way.

client check-in list
(click here)
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Also, most readers are easy to setup and use and allow you to 
link to a banking account of choice to it. Plus you’ll be to send
digital receipts; thereby formalizing your professional service.
Pretty ni�y!

HERE IS A LIST OF FEW CREDIT CARD READERS TO SELECT FROM:

square paypal

https://squareup.com/reader
My personal favorite

https://www.paypal.com/
us/webapps/mpp/credit-

card-reader

stripe

https://stripe.com/
A good option if you want to 
also accept payment online 

through your web site

09 CREDIT CARD READER Last, but certainly not least,
one of the best and most handy items will be to
have a credit card reader on hand to process in-

person payments. Using your own smart phone or POS (Point
Of Sale) system are great since most customers do not carry
cash around. This allows your business to be accessible to all.
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One option you can o�er is on-site gi� wrapping. This option is great for when clients
have their own wrapping supplies on site and are just looking for someone to come

in and make "magic" happen.

Here is where the option of charging an hourly rate will come in handy. So, use these two
options to help extend your businesses service reach.

M O B I L E  G I F T  W R A P P I N G

setting up shop on site

OPTION 1

OPTION 2

You o�er the option of wrapping gi�s in a client’s home and charge a set hourly fee, with
a minimum base. For example you can set the minimum base fee to be 1 hour. You can
also charge a small ‘travel’ fee to cover gas + mileage. For example it could be: $5.00 and
would vary depending on the length of distance you’d be willing to travel to.

With this option you’d be made available to meet in person, pick up the unwrapped items
and then bring them back once wrapped. You could charge a small ‘pick-up and delivery
service’ fee, on top of your normal gi� wrapping fee. You’ll also need to set a specific turn
around time with your client, depending on when they secure an appointment with you.

*Note that o�ering on-site gi� wrapping services poses other safety considerations as
well, so please keep that in mind when deciding if this is the right business model for you.
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pretty tip 2

Here is an o� site idea for a wrapping service you
can o�er and have a bit of fun by calling it the:

‘Gi� Wrap Bar’ 

You can o�er this type of unique service by
pointing out that since department stores
no longer have gi� wrap counters — this is a
gap you can fill in for an array of clients. So,
now you are o�ering to bring back the gi�
wrap counter via a mobile gi� wrapping bar.

This type of service can be handy for: 

• Apartment Tenants - as an holiday amenity
o�ered to their tenants from management. 

 
• As a holiday gi� for busy employees - good for 
corporate clients. 

• To be used at a party - as part of the ongoing
festivities.
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the price is right
E X P E N S E S  &  H O W  M U C H  T O  C H A R G E

A common question I receive is how much to charge. However, to come up with the answer 
to this question, you must first calculate your expenses. Check out the SCORE website for 

a ton of resources to help you get started. Once you figure out your cost of goods sold, you 
can then follow the steps below to figure out your pricing model. 

Make a price list broken down by box or present size.
 •

Decide whether you will charge per present or an hourly rate.
(Hourly rates may be best for onsite gi� wrapping jobs business models)

 •
If you wrap per present, have a separate charge if the present is unusual in size or shape

because these tend to take more time, e�ort, and creativity in wrapping and
making it look presentable. Another factor to consider is the

weight of the present.

pretty tip 3

Start with packaging basics, such as paper, tissue, tape, and ribbons that
are neutral colored. They can be used all year round to avoid waste and

make your items more suitable for any age, genre, and occasion.
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E X P E N S E S  &  H O W  M U C H  T O  C H A R G E

supplies & suppliers

When it comes to supplies, it’s best to use high-end quality paper and ribbons. For example 
and based on my experience, cheap ribbons will either unravel quickly once cut or the ink 

will bleed which can be disastrous.

When buying your materials, buy them wholesale. This way you can keep your initial costs 
down to a minimum. 

Listed below are a few recommended wholesalers:

Wrapped All Up
www.wrappedallup.com
One of my favorites place to buy
my supplies from. Great pricing
paired with great personable
service.

Nashville Wraps
www.nashvillewraps.com
A great place for purchasing all kinds
of quality gi� wrap paper and ribbons.
Most of the items they sell are made
right here in the US!

ULine
www.uline.com
A great place for buying quality boxes,
cellophane and tissue paper.

• Scissors for gi� wrap 
Keep a pair just for gi� wrap. This
will keep them sharp for paper use
and allow you to easily slice right
through the paper. Like a hot knife
through butter.

• Scissors for cutting ribbon 
By keeping a pair of scissors just for 
ribbon this will ensure that the cut 
edges of it won’t unravel. (Cloth cutting 
scissors are the best option for this 
kind of use).

• Steel Ruler
This is pretty self-explanatory.
These tend of keep their shape
the best and will not warp,
like wooden rulers can do.

SUPPLIERS SUPPLIES
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The Gi� Wrap Company
www.gi�wrapcompany.com
A great place to find unique gi� wrap
paper in bulk size

Superior Gi� Wrap
www.superiorgi�wrap.com
Another great place to find unique 
gi� wrapping paper in bulk size; 
especially if you’re a fan of modern 
pattern sets.

Bags & Bows
www.bagsandbowsonline.com
Good quality supplies and this
supplier will let you add your
company’s logo right to the order
of boxes. A GREAT way to keep
your gi� wrap company’s
name/brand in your client’s mind.

Ribbon and Bows Oh My!
ribbonandbowsohmy.com
A fabulous place to buy all kinds
of ribbon in bulk.

SUPPLIERS

• Hole Puncher
Great for making matching gi� wrap tags 
from the le� over paper you’ve just used in 
wrapping the client’s gi�.

• Oversize Cutting Matte Board
This will protect your desk or table top’s 
surface from getting cuts, nicks and
scratches.

• Tape: Buy Good Tape (cheap tape o�en 
   does not stick)
—Shiny One Sided Tape = blends most 
    seamlessly into the paper; once pressed 
    in you can hardly tell it’s there!
—Double Sided Tape = great for hiding 
    any trace of your tape.

• Satin (or poly) & Wired Ribbon
—This is most elegant kind of ribbon to
    use; it feels as good as it looks.
—Great for making big ribbons and 
    holding their shape.

• White Gi� Wrap
Highly versatile to use for any occasion. 
Pair with brightly colored ribbon for 
whimsy or neutral ribbon for a more 
demur look.

 • Black Gi� Wrap
Another versatile color to have and 
fits most occasions. Pair with 
brightly colored ribbon for a 
pop of color or with white/
black ribbon for a touch 
of elegance.

SUPPLIES

SUPPLIES

 • Tip Jar
Something so subtle yet so obvious
to convey to your customers tips
are indeed accepted. Many of your
clients will tip you, however this is
becoming less and less. So by having
a cute tip jar sitting there as you wrap,
you can subtlety convey your desire
to be indeed - be tipped.
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pretty tip 4

The cheaper the gi� wrap paper, the more likely it will 
winkle or tear at the corners. So, best to stay away from 
these kinds of papers, as they will o�en just leave you 
frustrated and what’s more – an ugly present.

One way to keep from getting cheap gi� wrap
paper is to get samples from a gi� wrap supplier
of choice.

pretty tip 5

Many suppliers will mail you samples. Some will do a
limited amount for free, while others will charge a

small fee. This is a great way to see, feel and touch your
supplies before ordering them in bulk to ensure you are

getting the right kind.

When you get your samples, store them in a folder. You can
take cuts of your favorite ribbon and gi� wrap,

tape them onto a sheet of paper and create a personal stock
collection. This way, when it comes to ordering new and

future supplies, you’ll know exactly what to order.

check list
samples

Go to page 28, of this PDF
 to use the included 8.5 x 11 

sample supplier checklist
templates.

(click here)
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a discernable brand
B U I L D I N G  &  B R A N D I N G  Y O U R  B U S I N E S S

DIY or Professional Logo Design?

Do you have a logo design? If not, then you will need one—a site without a
logo can quickly loose its essence and place within the visitors’ eyes. 

If you’re good at drawing you could always draw out your logo and 
then hire a professional designer or student designer and have them 
convert it to digital format.

1.

If you would rather let a professional handle this aspect of your brand, 
I recommend either hiring a professional designer or looking for a high- 
end ‘ready-made’ logo seller. With ready-made logos you can expect to 
spend around $99 - $200 for a logo. However, if you hire a professional 
designer to create a custom logo, the cost can range from $300 - $700+. 

Keep in mind, by choosing to hire a professional you are pretty much 
guaranteeing you will have a custom and one-of-a-kind logo created 
solely for you—sealing your new business’s brand.

2.

Once you have your logo, be sure to use it on all your marketing collateral: 
social media sites, business cards, website, etc. 

Make it seen. Make it known.

pretty tip 6
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Do you have a website? If not, then you will absolutely need one.
Especially nowadays, everyone with a smart phone, laptop, desktop,
tablet will be actively searching and using online resources/sites to

help fill in their specific needs for any given day. 

To be online, is to be seen. To not be online, is to be ignored. 

Of all the things to consider when it comes to web site design, here are 
3 most important items you will need to consider and decide upon:

DIY or Professional Web Site Design?

A DIY Website. This may be a good fit if you have a less than ‘tiny’ 
budget, but be careful of the following: You will have to learn 
some online techniques in regard to building your site. You’ll need 
to know how and what kind of images to post, space limitations, 
initial SEO setup and more. A place favored by most DIY web site 
enthusiasts tends to be: SquareSpace.

1.

2.

Here are some place to find royalty free stock photos: pexels.com,
unsplash.com, kaboompics.com, resplashed.com,

pixabay.com & gratisography.com.

pretty tip 7

Stock Photos. I recommend limiting the use of stock photos to
represent your body of work. If you do, then your clients will likely
expect you to be able to wrap or have the exact same supplies,
seen in the stock images you’ve used.
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pretty tip 8

Some designers might o�er a branding package, where they will provide 
you with some sort of cost savings if you hire them to design both your 

logo and web site. Not sure?Just ask.

3.

If you hire a professional designer then expect to pay more. This
option will allow you to sit back and relax, because everything 

will be taken care of and you’ll be in good hands. This is worthy 
investment will pay o� both short and long term.

Some professional designers o�er startup packages. Such 
packages can be template-based, they will still be able to 

build a web site unique to you.

Hiring a professional designer/design studio of choice. When it 
comes to your site this will not only pay o� in terms of utilizing a 
service that will be able to design a site to meet your specific 
online needs, but will also, expedite the process so you can get 
up and running (and booking your online clients) ASAP.

Its been said time is money and this is no di�erent. 
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marvelous & modern
marketing

T I P S  T O  M A R K E T  Y O U R  N E W  B U S I N E S S

Now that you are setup with a fabulous business name, web site, and logo - how do 
I get all of this noticed?

Here is a small list of additional items you can use to help get your business seen 
and clients booked.
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B U S I N E S S  C A R D S
When finished wrapping, give a few to your client to have them past and refer you or hand out to 

their fellow o�ice co-workers.

Use them as leave behinds in your local gi� boutique store(s).

Use them as leave behinds in your local and high-end hotels/boutique hotels.

Write up a small press release for your new business for the holidays and send it to a local magazine
or magazine like-newsletter, announcing your gi� wrapping service(s) or holiday specials.

W O R D  O F  M O U T H

Referral Programs: 
O�er discounts to clients on future services for sending referrals your way.

Partner with High-End Retailers: 
O�er to wrap a few presents for a high-end retailer to use as part of their Christmas/Holiday decor.

O�er How to Classes: 
O�er an in-person consultation on how to learn the basics of gi� wrapping by visiting their home 

or place of work, for a set fee

S O C I A L  M E D I A

One of the best ways to help spread the word, is to utilize social media. We’re in a time 
that is unlike ever before where a small business can get noticed online and best of all... 

for FREE! My three most favored social media outlets are Facebook, Pinterest + Instagram. 

Here’s a few reason why I favor Facebook + Pinterest the most:

pretty tip 9
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If you are pressed for time you can create a Facebook post to a set date and time. What makes this
great is if you’d like to post a week’s worth in on sitting, this will help keep your feed active.

pretty tip 10

FA C E B O O K
It’s quite easy to setup a business page for your 
new business.

Very audience friendly, in that you can easily 
engage with your audience when it comes 
to making or writing posts for your page.

A great place to easily post photos showcasing 
your work.

A place that you can create coupons or sales, 
and post them here in order to spread the 
news about your business.

You can share tips and tricks, created by others 
here in your page to extend your reach even 
more.

A place to post images of yourself working 
with your clients, or sharing images of you 
working o�-site or on-site with your clients.

You can link posts from your site directly to 
Facebook and extended your online reach 
even more.
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P I N T E R E S T
The best place to create a business
account around, especially since gi�
wrapping is something visually
stunning. This is a perfect place to
share images of your own gi�
wrapping as well as to market yourself.

Here you can post images right from
within your site to reach a wider
audience, while still creating an
account that will serve as source of
inspiration by creating various boards
dedicated to all things gi� wrap.

Speaking of utilizing Pinterest as a
source of inspiration, please feel free
to come and follow me right here in
Pinterest. Here, I have a growing
showcase of boards dedicated to
gi� wrap and this awesome gi�
wrap industry.
(pinterest.com/myprettypresent)

Pinterest helps to covert browsers into 
buyers because it is one of the largest 
online resource of choice for those 
looking for a niche related service.

If you decide to use paid advertising on Facebook, be sure to connect your Instagram account. If you do, 
Facebook will also push your paid advertisements into Instagram, helping you to reach a larger audience.

pretty tip 11
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here’s to you!
Last, but certainly not least, be creative! Think outside the ‘box’—Pun intended. ;)  

Take a bit of time to come up with a great business name and to plan it
out and look forward to growing it. Also, take a bit of time to learn basic

photography so that you can also showcase your work with pride.

Most of all, I hope this ebook will help you quickly succeed in this
newest endeavor.

So, here’s to you and your success!

Pretty Present™ – All Rights Reserved 2007-2019. For personal use only. 
No portion of this eBook and/or any of it’s  contents may be used, copied or shared 

without written and expressed permission.

Pretty Present™
‘The Art of Presentation’

Monica Cevallos
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E Q U I P M E N T  C H E C K L I S T

A DEDICATED CHEST OF DRAWERS

A GIFT WRAPPING CART

A  LARGE FLAT SURFACE TO WRAP

A  SOFT DUSTING BRUSH 

A MATTE CUTTING BOARD

CLIENT CHECK-IN LIST

GIFT WRAPPING PRICE LIST

BUSINESS CARD HOLDER

CREDIT CARD READER
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C L I E N T  C H E C K- I N  L I S T

Date: Name:

Total Gi� Wrap Fee:

Total # of Presents For A Small,
Med-large, Large and Odd Shape

Small Large Odd ShapeMed-Large
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M Y  S A M P L E S  C ATA LO G
Small Ribbon Samples

(Freel free to write by each ribbon the date of purchase, name of supplier and the color/kind of ribbon)

Date: / Supplier / 
Color-Kind

Date: / Supplier / 
Color-Kind

Date: / Supplier / 
Color-Kind

Date: / Supplier / 
Color-Kind

Date: / Supplier / 
Color-Kind

Date: / Supplier / 
Color-Kind
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M Y  S A M P L E S  C ATA LO G
Large Ribbon Samples

(Freel free to write by each ribbon the date of purchase, name of supplier and the  color/kind of ribbon)

Date: / Supplier / Color-Kind Date: / Supplier / Color-Kind Date: / Supplier / Color-Kind
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M Y  S A M P L E S  C ATA LO G
Gi� Wrap Paper Samples

(Freel free to write by each sample the date of purchase, name of supplier and the color)

Date: / Supplier / Color-Kind Date: / Supplier / Color-Kind

Date: / Supplier / Color-Kind Date: / Supplier / Color-Kind
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